Saarland University

- Located in the southwest of Germany, near the French border, Saarland University is a campus university offering an extensive range of taught courses and globally connected state-of-the-art research institutes. International students receive excellent supervision and can enjoy a variety of sports and leisure activities during their studies at the university.

- The Visual Computing Master’s Programme is coordinated by the Computer Science Department of Saarland University, one of the leading computer science departments in Germany. It is supported by the Departments of Mathematics, Mechatronics, Physics and Computational Linguistics as well as by the Max Planck Institute for Computer Science, the Max Planck Institute for Software Systems, the Fraunhofer Institute for Biomedical Engineering, the Fraunhofer Institute for Nondestructive Testing, and the German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence. This provides a unique environment for pursuing studies and research in Visual Computing.

Contact & Application

- Information on deadlines and application procedures for the International Master of Science in Visual Computing can be found under www.master-visual-computing.de

- The Saarland University homepage is located at www.uni-saarland.de

- If you have any questions, please contact us at contact@master-visual-computing.de

- Address:
  Prof. Dr. Joachim Weickert
  Visual Computing
  Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science
  Saarland University, Building E11
  66041 Saarbrücken
  Germany
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